Natively Integrating AI/ML into Networks,
Systems, and Devices
AI Native Interface
Integrating native AI/ML into the design of an air interface for 6G systems will facilitate joint optimization
of network and device operations, and autonomous network operation.
Adopting a data-driven
approach to facilitate
autonomous network operation
and optimization
Adapting to changing
environment
Stringent 6G performance
requirements

AI-based air interface design and air interface enablement for
distributed computing
and intelligence will allow end-to-end native AI and true
convergence of communication and computing.

Mechanisms for AI/ML Performance Evaluation
Establishing mechanisms for AI/ML performance evaluation with relevant parameters and KPIs, with
the goal of making AI/ML approaches explainable and accountable.
Establishing mechanisms for
performance evaluation with
relevant parameters and Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Unified framework for
collecting relevant datasets
AI/ML power consumption
models

Enhancements to the service management and orchestration
framework, data management frameworks, and intelligent
network control and automation frameworks.

AI/ML Integration
Identifying and handling issues introduced by AI/ML native integration into systems, components, and
devices.
Identifying and handling issues
introduced by AI/ML, such as
additional overhead, resource
requirement and power
consumption

Lifecycle management in areas related to data preparation,
modeling, AI operations, policy/intent enforcement, and
enrichment of data collection.

Cognitive Systems and Extreme Automation
Cognitive systems and extreme automation for user-centric network, device and
service, design and optimization.
Cognitive systems and
extreme automation for
user-centric network,
device, and service design
and optimization
Cognitive impact of Digital
World Experiences
(DWEs)

Achieve greater reliance on dynamic, automation
capabilities across communications, computing,
device, interface, service enabler, and spectrum
resources.

Trustworthy AI
Explainable and ethical behavior from network-hosted AI models with auditing of
service exposure to AI capabilities and privacy protection.
Trustworthy AI/ML
operation and inference
Confidential computation
and storage for
proprietary AI models for
network clouds

Application of AI/ML to services such as user
authentication, access control, anomaly detection, and
attack detection.

